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0. Introduction
Consider a single-type branching process. Then a well-known result of
Dynkin is the following: explosion happens (i.e., the number of particles
will be infinite in a finite time with positive probability) iff I ^TΓ\ converges
for every £>0, where h is the generating function of new-born particles (see,
e.g., [3, p. 106]). , N. Ikeda [4] has also given an interesting proof of this fact
using probabilistic techniques. Indeed he shows that the convergence of
I TΓ\ *s eίluivalent to the finiteness of the expected value of e^ the time
of explosion (i.e., the first time when the number of particles is infinite).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the explosion problem for a more
general class of branching processes: branching Markov process1 (see Ikeda,
Nagasawa and Watanabe [5]). For a large class of bmp. we are able to show
that a sufficient condition for explosion (non-explosion) is the convergence
(divergence) of a particular integral. In many cases of interest, this condition
is also necessary and sufficient.
In § 1 we introduce the necessary terminology and notation in § 2 we
generalize the methods of Ikeda and thus treat the problem from a probabilistic
viewpoint; in §3, we consider the explosion problem from the analytical viewpoint.
These results are of a more local character than those of §2 and hence give
stronger results in some sense. Section 4 is devoted to applications. In
particular, we consider branching diffusion processes with absorbing boundary.
Another interesting application is that of branching Brownian motion whose
splits occur only on a "fat" Cantor set.
It should be remarked that the explosion problem is intimately related
to the uniqueness (or non-uniqueness) of solution of certain semi-linear parabolic
equations. Such questions have been considered by Fujita and Watanabe [2],
1. We usually abbreviate this as bmp.
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1. Definitions and statement of problem
Let S be a locally compact, second-countable, Hausdorίf topological space.
Form the τz-fold direct-product topological space SCM). Let Sn=Scn:>/~ be the
quotient topological space induced by the equivalence relation ~ of permutation:
(#ι >•"> x
n
)~(yι >•"> jO iff there exists a permutation π on {1 , , n} such that
00
Λ?f =vrf, , all i=l , ,n. The topological sum U S
n
 is denoted by S, where
»=o
S°={3}, 3 being an isolated point. Since S is locally compact (but not compact)
we let S=SU{Δ} be its one-point compactification.
In order to define a branching Markov process, it is convenient to introduce
the mapping Λ : B1(S)-^B(S)2 defined by
/(*) =
if jc = 8,
if *=.[*
0 if jc = Δ
Another mapping that we shall have occasion to use is the following: given
/, g^B^S), we define the JS(S)-measurable function </!#> by
0 if jc = 3 or Δ
Now let JT=(Ω, 3)t, Px, Xtί θt) be a Markov process on S3, and let Tt be
the semi-group on B(S) induced by X\ i.e., Γ
ί
/(jc)=-ErJC[/(JΓ/)]. Following
Ikeda, Nagasawa, and Watanabe, we say that X is a branching Markov process4
(on S) if
2. For any topological space E, *B(E) is the Borel sets, B(E) the space of all (real-
valued) bounded Borel-measurable functions, and B1(E) = {f^B(E): \\f\\= sup \f(x) } <!}.
3. We refer the reader to Dynkin [1] for the relevant definitions and properties con-
cerning Markov processes.
4. For a clear and detailed exposition of such processes, see Ikeda, Nagasawa, and
Watanabe [5].
5. For/eβ(S),/ 1 S means the restriction of/ to S.
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for all £>0,xeS, and/eJB1(5f). We shall always assume that X is right-
continuous, strong Markov, and ]Bt=<Bt, j£t+=<Bt, all ί>0.
One easily sees that Δ is a trap,6 and if e± is the first hitting time of Δ, then
Pχ(eΔ>i)=Tt\(x). This representation will play an important role in §2.
We shall call e± the explosion time. Furthermore, letting et(x)=Px(e^>t) it
follows that et j e as ί->oo> where e(x)=Px(e±=<χ>).
Let ξt De tne number of particles at time t\ i.e., ξt(ω)=n if Xt(ω)<^Sn, n=Q,
, , oo, where 5°°=^}. Then the first splitting time τ is defined by
r(
ω
) = inf {t: ξt(ω) φ f0(ω)} (inf φ= oo) .
The successive spliting times r
n
 are defined inductively by τQ=Q and rn+1
—TM+
TO#T
Λ
 Let 7-^= limτ
w
. We shall always assume that a bmp JΓ satisfies
the conditions
(i) P,[τ
ββ
=^;τ
ββ
<oo]=p,[τ
ββ
<oo],
(ii) P,[τ=ί]=0
for every jc^S and ί>0.7
Given a bmp JY", we call X° the non-branching part, where
' Xt(ω) if ί<τ(ω)
Δ otherwise.
We have the following important property for a bmp X. For every
), u(t, χ)=Tff(x)8 (t>0, x^S) is a solution of the 5-equation with
initial value /:
(1.1) u(ty x) =
where T*f(x)=E
x
[f(Xt): t<r] and Ψ(jc: dsdy)=Px[τ<=Ξds, XΊ^dy]. More-
over, it is the minimal solution in the sense that when 0<f<l and if 0<^<1
also satisfies (1.1), then u<v.
Two other properties enjoyed by a bmp which we shall have need of are
(1.2) ^'\ / / * \ * c(ll) if
provided m^n, m>n—1
otherwise
for
6. pJt[χ<=Δ^>A',=
7. For most cases of interest, this constitutes no loss of generality. See [5] for more
detail. There the conditions are labelled as (c. 1) and (c. 2) respectively.
8. When restricting our attention to x^S, we often write x instead of x.
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A large class of bmp may be described in the following intuitive manner.
Let X*=(X°, PJ) be a Markov process on S U B U {V}9, V an isolated point (B
may be empty). Let ζ be the first hitting time of the set 5U {V}. Then, a
particle moves on S according to X° up to time ζ. If at time £, XΌ
ζ
_^By the
particle is absorbed into 3; otherwise, it splits into w-particles starting at y^Sn
with probability π(X°
ζ
_, dy), where π is a given stochastic kernel on Sx<B(S)w
such that π(x, S)=0, all x^S. Each newborn particle then exhibits the same
motion as the original independent of one another. The S-equation then
becomes u(t, x)=T°tf(x)+h(t, *)+Π K(x\ dsdy)F[y\ u(t-s, •)], where T?f(x)
dy n S] , and F[y g] = I π( y dz) g(z) furthermore, we have the relation h(t, x)J s
= l — T0
e
l(x)—K(x', [0, t] X S). In this case we say that X possesses the funda-
mental system (T°ty K, π). In particular, if X° is obtained from a conservative
Markov process X=(Xt> Px) by first absorbing it into δ (an isolated point)
when it hits B and then killing this process with a non-negative measurable
function k (k=o on δ), we say that the fundamental system (T°tί K, π) is deter-
mined by [X, k, TT], or briefly, that X possesses the regular fundamental
system [X, k, π}.
Here
K(X dsdy)=Γs(kI(dy])(x)ds?
where η is the first hitting time of the set B. This paper primarily concerns
itself with discussing the explosion problem for such processes.12
Before moving on to the main results of this paper, we first make some
general comments. The problem we are concerned with is the following; is it
possible to produce an infinite number of particles in a finite amount of time ?
As we shall soon see (Lemma 2.1), it suffices to ask the question: starting from
one particle, is it possible to produce an infinite number of particles in a finite
amount of time ? More precisely, is P
x
(ξ
 t= °o for some t >0)>0, or equivantly,
is e(x)=P
x
(eΔ = °°)<l ? Recall that et= Tt\ \ e and et is the minimal solution
of the 5-equation with initial value /= 1 :
(1.3) ut(x) = ni(x)+\'\ Ψ(x: dsdy)ύt_s(y) .Jo Js
9. Think of B as the boundary of a domain S in R". We call B the absorbing set for X.
10. For fixed x^S, π(x, •) is a probability on <B(S) and for fixed Λe^(S), π( , Λ) is
^(S)-measurable.
11. I A is the indicator function of the set A.
12. For a more rigorous treatment of these processes, see [5].
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The only case in which the problem is interesting is when P
x
(X
r
=Δ\ τ<oo)— 0
and so we shall always assume this.13 Note then that ut= 1 is also a solution of
(1.3). Hence we are interested in the uniqueness and non-uniqueness of certain
integral equations; in fact, we have
(1.4) Proposition. P
Λ
[£Δ = + oo]=l for every x^S iff u(t, x)=l is the
unique solution of (1.3) (unique within the class of all solutions v such that
(1.5) Corollary. Let X possess a regular fundamental system [X, k, π]such that
oo| |Λ||<oo and suppose that supΣ nπ(x\ Sn)<°°. Then P
x
(e± = + °°)=l for
X^fj Λ=0
every x^.S.
The proof of the corollary follows from the fact that F is Lipschitz continuous in
this case.
We should also remark that in many cases, the 5-equation has a differential
analogue. For example, if X possesses a sufficiently "nice" regular fundamental
system [X, k, π], then the differential equation analogue of (1.3) is the non-linear
evolution equation
A-ut = Aut+k[F(. ut)-ut]
ιι(0+, x) = 1
where A is the infinitesimal generator of the process X. H. Fujita and S.
Watanabe [2] considered such problems of uniqueness and non-uniqueness.
2. A probabilistic approach
In this section we shall always assume that S is compact. So let X be a bmp
on S. Recall the functions et and e defined in §1: et(x)= Tti(x)=Px(e^>t) j
e(x)=P
x
(e± = °°). Thus, we can say that explosion happens starting from jc
iff φc)<l. Our first aim will be to show that under suitable conditions e=l
or e=Q on S\{3}. Moreover, the former is true iff E.[e^} is everywhere infinite
there.
As a first step we observe
(2.1) Lemma.
/\(i) e\
s
 = e
(ϋ) Tte = e for all
13. When X possesses the fundamental system (T,0, K, π)y this amounts to assuming
that π(x\ {Δ})=0, all ,-*= e
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/\
Proof. Since et\s=et all £>0, the first assertion is clear.
Also
Tte(x) = lim TtTs\(x) = lim Tt+sl(x) = e(x) .
S->00 S-^00
We now impose the following set of assumptions [^ 4].
(A,) P,[Jr
τ
 = 9;τ<oo] = 0 for all
(2.2) (^42) e, and £ are upper semi-continuous.
(A3) For every £>0, all #^5, and every non-empty open C/cS, there
exists a V<^<B(S) such that P
x
[Xt^ V]>0 and for every #<ΞF, say
(^j) is the assumption of no death (A2) is a regularity condition on X\ (Az) is some
type of communication assumption. Roughly, (A3) states that for every £>0
and open Ud S, at least one particle is in U at time t with positive probability.
(2.3) Theorem. P
x
[e± = oo] = 1 or = 0 on 5 .
Proof. Note that (A,) implies P(f, x, {3})=0 for all ί>0, x^S, where P
is the transition function for X. Let β= sup e(x). Then 0<β<l. From
x^S
(A2) and the assumption of compactness it follows that there exists some xQ^S
with e(x0)=β. If β=Q we are through. So suppose not. Then we claim
that β=l. For otherwise 0</3<1. By Lemma 2.1 and (AJ we can write for
any t>0
(2.4) /3 = K
- Σ
Now if P(t, x0, S)=l for all ί>0, it would imply by right-continuity that
PXQ[Xt^Sy all t>Q]=l, contradicting the assumption that β<l. Thus, there
exists some tQ such that P(ί0, xQ, S)< 1. For this t0 it would follow from (2.4) that
β<β.
We will now show that e\
s
=l if β=l. Suppose not. Then there
exists an ^>o and open UdS such that e\
v
<\— 8. Fix any t>0. Let
V be a set corresponding to C7 in (^43). Then
t, *„ dy)
t, *„ V)+p(t,
 Xΰ, s\V)<ι .
Contradiction.
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Theorem 2.3 states that e=\ or =0 on S. Clearly if e\
s
=l then
E
x
[e^]=^o on S. An interesting and useful fact, however, is that the converse
is also true.
(2.5) Lemma. If e=0 on 5, then for all *>0, |k
ί
|
s
||<l .
Proof. Suppose there exists some ί0>0 such that ||£ίo|s|| = l. Let yQ^S
be such that etQ(yQ)=l and choose h>0 such that t1=tQ—h>0. Then
1 = **o(jΌ) = ThTtlί(y.) = Th(etl\s)(yQ).
By the same reasoning as in Theorem 2.3, we conclude that etl \ s= 1. Hence for
every ny
e
ntl(y0) = Tntll(y0) = T,n_Dtι
= Γc«W(:Vo) = - = Ttίi(y9) = 1 ,
and so e(y0)= lim ent (y0)=l. Contradiction.M->00 1
(2.6) Theorem. P
x
[eΔ = +00] = 1 ^ ,^[^  = 00.
Proof. We need only prove sufficiency as necessity is clear. Applying
Λ oo
Dynkin's formula to £=7^1 = 1 e'^fidt,
Jo
* (g-\)(Xt)di\ for every M>0 .
So suppose P
x
(e± = °°)=Q. Applying Lemma 2.5 we conclude that there exists
some α>0 such that 0<g(y)<l — a for all #Φ3. But from the right-
continuity of the process and the assumption of no dying we have P
x
[\/ t>0,
Xt φ 3] = 1 . Consequently,
2
Letting M \ °°,E
x
[e*]< — (independent of x).
Combining Theorems 2.3 and 2.6 we have
(2.7) Theorem. LetX be a bmp on a compact space S satisfying [A]. Then
-Pr(^Δ== + 00)Ξl or =0 accordingly as E
x
[e^]=oo or uniformly bounded on S.
(2.8) Corollary. Let X possess a regular fundamental system [X, k, π] with
no absorbing set (i.e., B=φ) and such that
(i) τr(*;{9})-0 all
(ii)
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(iii) T* strongly Feller", and
(iv) for every £>0, x^S, and non-empty open t/C*S,
e conclusions of Theorem 2.7 are valid.
Proof. (A^) follows from (i). Since et(x) is a solution of the 5-equation
u(t, *) =
(ii) and (iii) imply that et is continuous for all t. Thus £ is upper semi-
continuous. (A3) follows easily from (iv). Now apply Theorem 2.7.
In the remainder of this section we assume that X possesses a fundamental
system (Γ°, K, π) with no absorbing set such that π(x, [d})=π(x, {Δ})=0 on S.
Our aim here is to derive a condition for explosion similar to that of E.B.
Dynkin. We shall only sketch the details. In section 3 we are able to derive
essentially much stronger results.15
Consider
(2.9) EJ?
Λ
] = E
x
[τ
m
] = Σ E
x
[τ°θ7H; τΛ<oo]
»=»0
by the S.M.P.. Again by the repeated use of the S.M.P., we can write
; τ
n
<~]
\ τ<oo]...];l[;e1Svι;τ<oo]
Furthermore, forzΦΔ
T
 it] = \ Ez[l\ t<τ]dt
14. That is, Tt°: B(S)—>C(S) = {bounded continuous functions on S}, all ί>0.
15. We need assume there, however, that K(x: dsάy)=J(x, s-, dy)ds.
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making use of (1.2). Now define the following for £>0, 0<£< 1 :
a(t) = inf Γt\(x) F*(ξ) = inf ± ίv(*)f
*GS *^S
= sup Πi(*) *"*(£) = su
where g
v
(j8r)=τr(^; Sv).
Observe that if }
v
(jsr) is independent of #, all z^, then F
ί(ί=F*. Continuing,
we estimate for
£ \ ^E,[τ]P
v
[X
τ
v=fo + ιJsv
= ΓΓ Σ (
 v
(Γ?Jo Jo v»μ+ι Jsv
K( dsdz)
s v
a(ι) ' o
using (1.2) and the fact that Ψ(#; dsdz) = \ K(x\ dsdy)π(y, dz). If we assume
Js
that lim 71jί(Λ?)=0 for all xε^S, then
Hence
Iterating this in (2.9) one obtains the estimate
Γ a-
Jo αί-
Although the intermediate calculations in the case α(ί)=0 are not valid, the
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end result is provided we interpret the integrand to be zero for such t. A
similar calculation yields
E\eJ<Γ mdt
Jo β(t)-F*[β(t)}
So under the assumptions [B],
(£j) Jϊ" possesses a fundamental system (Γ?, K, π) with no absorbing
set,
(2
'
Π)
 π(x, {9}) = π(x, {Δ}) = 0 on S,
(£3) limΓ?ί(Λ:)-0 on 5,
we have the following
(2.12) Proposition.
f 0 0 a2(t)dt
 <E f
Jo a(t)-F*[a(t)}~- ^AJ~^ )» β(t)-F*[β(t)}
for every
(2.13) REMARK. If a is integrable (on [o, °°)), then α ;^ | >. is
α(r) ^^L^V^ J
integrable iff it is locally integrable at 0. Similarly for β. In particular, if
(Γ?l, ^,τr) is determined by [X, k, π] such that 0<kl<k<k2 for some con-
stants kf then
P tg*rM < °° imPlies ^ M < °° for a11
*
(ii) \ - S - = oo implies l£,|yΔ] = °° for all x^S .J
ι-^ ?— F#[f]
By combining Theorem 2.7 and Proposition 2.12 we obtain
(2.14) Theorem. Let X be a bmp on compact S satisfying [A] and [B]. Then
We conclude this section with the following theorem. These results were
first obtained by N. Ikeda [4] for the single-type branching process.
(2.15) Theorem. Let X be a bmp on compact S. Suppose it possesses a regular
fundamental system [X, k, π] with no absorbing set such that
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( i ) τr( , Sn) = q
n
(constant), n = 0, 1 , ,
?o = <lι = ?~ = 0 ,
(ii) there exist constants kly k2 with 0<k1<k<k2,
(iii) T°t strongly Feller and
(iv) for every non-empty open UdS, T° /£/(#)>() , for all t>0y x
Then the following statements are equivalent :
(1) P,[«Δ = oo] = 1 on S (1)' P,[«Δ«χ>] = 1 on S
(2) E,[e
Λ
] = oo on S 1(2)' E,[e&]<°° on S
(3) Γ _^L- = oo \(3)'
^ ' Jx-.f-F[g] Vl ^
where
3. An analytic approach
Recall that in §1 we pointed out that et(x)= Tti(x) is the minimal solution
of the 5-equation with initial value /=!. We shall exploit this fact here.
We shall suppose that X possesses a fundamental system (Γ°, K, π) such that
(3.1) K(x\ dsdy)=J(x, s; dy)ds .
In particular this is true if X possesses a regular fundamental system. Then
v(t, x)=l—et(x) is the maximal solution16 of
(3.2) u(t, x) = [ds\ J(x, t-s; dy)G[y, u(s, •)] ,
Jo Js
where G\x\ f\=\—F[x\ I—/]. The idea now is to compare v with a solu-
tion of a related integral equation. A key lemma in this direction is the
following :
(3.3) Lemma. Let g be a non-negative non-decreasing function on [0, 1], and
let r be a non-negative integrable function on [0, δ], some δ>0. Consider the
integral equation
(3.4) v(t) = \'τ(s)g(v(s)]ds.
Jo
Then
16. Maximal in the sense that if v is also a solution, 0<v<1, then v<v.
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(i) if \ * — oo
 ?
17
 any solution v of (3 .4) defined on [o, ^7] swcΛ that
j
°g(ξ)
0<v<l is identically zero on [0, δ Λ 77].
(ii) if \ _ H_<OO andr is (essentially) locally positive at O,18 then there
*°
exists an increasing solution v of (3.4) on [0, 17], ίowe 77 >0,
that 0<v<l] moreover v(t)>0for
Proof.
(i) Let 0<z;< 1 be a solution of (3.4) on [0, η\. Without loss of generality,
we may assume η<8. Clearly v is absolutely continuous and increasing. Set
μ = sup {t: 0<t<rj and g[v(t)] = 0} (sup φ = 0) .
If μ=η, then gov—Q on [0, 97). Consequently v=0 on [0, ^7] and we are
done. So suppose μ<η. Then [^ϋ(ί)]>0 for μ<t<η. Now from (3.4)
it follows that
v'(t) = τ(t)g[v(t)] a.e.
Consequently for every £>0,
Γ -fM*
^+^g[v(S)]
or, by a change of variables,
ί
«>oυ //ί:
-^=KM-+e)^(g)
Letting £ J, 0 we obtain
5»oo?:>
Contradiction.
(ii) Define on [0, 1] X [0, δ] the function
Note that for fixed ty A is strictly increasing and continuous in v, and that ^4(0, 0)
-0. Set
17. By I -4ζχ = +°°, we mean that \ —-f-=+oo for every sufficiently small e>0;
Jo g(ξ) Jo g(ξ)
i.e., (—) is not locally integrable at 0.
8
18. That is, for every sufficiently small r>0, I r>0.
Jo
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-n = sup {/: A(l, 0>0}.
Clearly η >0. So, for every t with Q<t<ηy there exists a unique τ; such
that 0<v<l and ^4(z;, t)=0. Denote it by v=v(t). It is not hard to show
that v has all the required properties.
In order to apply this lemma it is convenient to make the following set
up. Let & = B1([Q, oo)χS) and define the operator Φ by
(3.5) (Φv)(t, x) = Γώf /(*, f-j; dy)G[y: v(s, •)] -
Jo Js
It is clear that Φ has the properties
(i)
V
 '
(3.6) (ii) Φu<Φv if u<v
(3.7) DEFINITION, v is a solution of Φu=u if αe@ and Φ^=z;; 0 is a
maximal solution if V is a solution and if v is also a solution, then v>v.
We already know, of course, the maximal solution v in terms of the semi-
group Tt induced from the bmp X. This appears to be difficult to work with
directly, however. It is more convenient to use the subterfuge of an approxi-
mating sequence.
(3.8) Proposition. There exists a sequence v
ny l<n<°o, with 0<vn<l
such that v0=l, v00=v, and vn \ v^.
Proof. Set v^=\ and define inductively for w>l, v
n
=Φv
n
_1. Since
z;0e@ it follows from (3.6) that vn^& and vn j . Set v00= lim vn, which clearly
exists. By the dominated convergence theorem, v^^^Φv^.
Now suppose u is any other solution. But u<l=vQ. So suppose u<vn.
Then
u = Φu<Φv
n
 = v
n+1 .
Hence u^v^. By the uniqueness of the maximal solution, we have then that
V00=V.
(3.9) DEFINITION. The sequence v0=lt vn=Φvn_1 for n>\ is called the
defining sequence for the maximal solution v.
We are now ready to reap the main results of this section.
(3.10) Theorem. Let δ>0 be fixed and set
(3.11) τ*(s) = sup/(#, t—s; S) , 0<s<8 .
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J δ Λ JKτ*<oo. Define G*(ξ)= sup G[>; ξ ΐ ] , Q<ξ< 1. ΓΛ^n if \ -^ g-o *es JoCz (ς)
= 00, ί?=0 (i.e., no explosion).
Proof. Let Gf be the right-continuous version of G* i.e., Gf (£)
= limG*(τ7), 0<g<l, and G*(1)=G*(1). Then G* is monotone increas-
ί?ψ^
ing, Gf >G* and G$=G* a.e. Let <s;
w
)> be the defining sequence for v.
Take MOΞ 1 and define un iteratively by
Set η= sup if: Gί(l)Γτ*(ί)ώ<l}. Then 77 >0. Also, since 0<wM
o^^δ Jo
we have WM J, z/^ exists on [0, η] with O^Woo^l.
Now ϋ0=l <M0; so suppose ?;M(ί, Λ?)<wM(ί)l(^) on [0, ^ ]xS. Then for
v
n
+ι(t, x) = \ ds\ J(x, t—s\ dy)G[y\ v
n
(s9 )]Jo Js
J(X,t-s;dy)G[y,un(s)\(.)]
o Js
\tG*[u
n
(S)]J(X,t-s;S)dsJo
Consequently, v<u«>. But u^ satisfies
From Lemma 3.3 we conclude that WooΞO on [0, η] hence #Ξθ on [0, η\ X S.
Now set
σ = sup {t: V(s, x) = 0 on [0, ί] X 5} .
If σ=°°, we are done; so suppose not. Then σ>?7>0. Now set u(t, x)
, x). Then u satisfies the equation
fi(ί, Λ?) - V(t+σ, x) = (t+CΓds{ J(χ, t+σ-s dy)G\y\ v(s, •)]
Jo Js
ί
lc-
^
 λ
 = °°, we must have G(0)=0.
^ (ξ
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Then
u(t, x) = \'ds\ J(x, t-s: dy )G[y; u(s, • ) ] ,
Jo Js
and so u is a solution of (3.2). Consequently, v>u. But tf—0 on [0, σ] X S
which implies that v=0 on [0, 2σ] X S. Contradiction.
(3.12) Theorem. Let T^S(S) and δ>0. Set
(3.13) τ*(j) = inf J(t—s, x] Γ), 0<s<δ .
Suppose τ% is locally positive at 0 (cf. footnote 18). Define (?#(£)— inf G[#: £/
Γ
]>
f d£0<f<l tf«rf suppose \ * <oo. Tλerc £>0 ow (0, °o)χΓ (i.e., explosion
happens starting from Γ).
Proof. Since r^ is integrable, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that there exists
a function u defined on [0, ή]9 some ?7>0, such that 0<w<l on (0, 77] and
satisfies the integral equation
u(t) =
Let v
n
 be the defining sequence for v. Then vQ(t, x)=l>u(t)IΓ(x) on [0,
XS. Suppose v
n
>ul
r
 on [0, 17] x 5. Then for (ί, jc)e[0, 17] XΓ, we have
«Vn(*, Λ?) - Γώf /(Λ?, ί-j; rfy)G[3;; ^ (j, •)]
Jo Js
> ΓΛ( /(*, t-s; dy)G[y; u(s)I
Γ
]
Jo Js
>\'dS\ J(x, t-s; dy)G[y;u(s)IΓ]Jo Jr
Consequently ϋ>ul
r
 on [0, 77] X S. But ϋ(ty x) is an increasing function of t
and so fl>0 on (0, oo)χΓ.
(3.14) Corollary. Let Γ be as in Theorem 3.12. If there exists a
sucht that for every x^A and for every sufficiently small r>0, \ J(x, r—s\ Γ)
Jo
ds>0, then under the assumptions of the above theorem, €>0 on (0, °°)xΛ.
(3.15) REMARK. Let (Γ?, K, π] be determined by [X, k, π]. Then
J(x, s] dy)=P°(sy x, dy)k(y), where P° is the transition function corresponding
to Tl Thus
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(i) if H&l^00, then r* is integrable on [0, δ].
(ii) if k\T>k1>0 for some Γe^(*S), then r* is locally positive at 0
if
inf P°(ί, x, Γ)>0 .
(iii) if | |Λ||<oo and *|r>^>0 for someΓe^S),
then τ* is locally positive at 0 if
inf PΞ (J5
where η is the first hitting time of B.
4. Applications
EXAMPLE 1 (multi-type bmp).
Let S={a1 y ',aN}. Then a bmp X on S is called an TV-type bmp. In
particular, let X be a (zr^ , it )-Markov chain on S, where 0<6l <oo and
N
0<τrt y<l, 7rt z =0, *Σ
πij=ly *9 j==^ > " * > ^> i e > ^ ^s the Markov chain on S
y=ι
such that
where σ is the first jump time. Let k be defined on S such that k(ai)=ki>0
00
and q
n
(n>2) non-negative constants such that Σ q
n
= 1. Define the stochastic
w=2
kernel * on Sx$(S) by
(4. 1) Tφr, rfy Π S") = ?Mδ f [ , . . . , ] ) (</») ,
where we set #0— #Ί=<?°°— O Then there exists a bmp X on 5 with [JΓ, k, π\
as its regular fundamental system. Theorem 2.15 says that explosion happens
S i ^- -
ξ—
EXAMPLE 2. (Branching diffusion with reflecting boundary)
Let D be a bounded domain in E=Rl and set S=D. We assume that Z)
has a sufficiently smooth boundary, say C(2). Consider the operator
(4.2) Aflx) = Σ β
ί
X * ) r - + Σ b ( X ) - -
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where the αt y, b{ are bounded and satisfy a Holder condition on S. We also
assume that A is uniformly elliptic. Then it is known (cf., Itό [6]) that there
exists a conservative diffusion process X on S such that for/sufficiently smooth,
u(t, x)=E£[f(Xt)] satisfies
8*(4.3)
~8«~ θD~~
Furthermore, -XT is strongly Feller and if p(t, x, y) is the fundamental solution
of (4.3), it is strictly positive for t>0 and.x, y^S.
Let k be a non-negative measurable function on S such that there exists
constants kf with Q<k1<k<k2 and let TT be as in (4.1). The bmp Xon S which
has [X, ky π] as its regular fundamental system will be called a branching dif-
fusion process with reflecting boundary. We again conclude from Theorem 2.15
that explosion happens with probability one (independent of the starting position)
EXAMPLE 3.
Let X be Brownian motion on β, and let X° be the e'^-subprocess, where
φt is local time at the origin. Given a kernel π on SxJ3(S), let X be the
(T?, K, π) bmp on S=R. We assume, of course, that π(x, S)=0. Here
K(χ dsdy) = (-d
s
E?[e-**])8
=J(x, s] dy)ds .
In particular,
7(0, 5; dy) = -^{-^-e'^e-^d^δUdy}.
It is easy to see that for Γ={0} and sufficiently small δ>0, r* is locally
positive at zero. So by Theorem 3.12 we conclude that if I ^ - <oo,
G[0;
then explosion happens starting from zero. But since J(x, s\ {0})>0 for every
tfe/S, s>0 we can conclude from Corollary 3.14 that explosion happens
starting from any x^S.
EXAMPLE 4. (Branching diffusion with absorbing boundary).
Let A be as in (4.2) except that we assume it to be defined on all of Rl for
simplicity. Let X=(Xt9 Px) be the corresponding conservative diffusion on
E. Let S be a bounded domain in E with sufficiently smooth boundary B=dS
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(e.g., CC2)-boundary). The absorbed process X=(Xt, Px) on S U {δ}19 with δ as
trap is given by
£t = fx*> t<Ύί >
I δ , otherwise ,
P -pΓ
 x —
 r
 x >
where η is the first hitting time of B. Given a bounded, non-negative, 1B(S)-
measurable function k and a stochastic kernel π on Sx£B(S) such that π(x9 S)
Ξθ, we let X be the bmp on S possessing the regular fundamental system
[X, k, π] and absorbing set B. Since this process has the property that whenever
a particle hits the boundary of S it is absorbed into {9} we call X a branching
diffusion process with absorbing boundary. Note that X° is the e
subprocess of X, where we extend k as a function on S U {δ} by setting k=0
onδ.
In order to apply the results of §3 for the exploding case we must show that
the conditions of Theorem 3.12 are satisfied. According to Remark 3.15,
assuming klΓ^k^Q, it suffices to show that
(4.4) mf Pξ(X
s
ζΞT; s<η)>0
for some δ>0. Since Γe^(S), P*(X,eΓ; s<η)=P
x
(X
s
£ΞΓ). Let /> and
^ be the transition density for X and & respectively. Then we have the
relation
P(t, x, y) = p(t, x, y)-\ \ p(t—s, z, y}μ
x
(dsdz)
JoJB
for all ί>0, x and y^S. Here μ
x
(dsdz)=px(η<=ds, X^dz). Integrating
over Γ, we obtain
P(t, x, Γ) = P(t, x, Γ)-Γ( P(t-s, z,
JoJB
But we have the lower estimate for p
ρ(t, x, y)>Mf112 exp Γ_
α ι
i ϊZ-M 2 Γ
c l
^
+ λ
 exp -
where M19 M2, α19 α2, and λ are positive constants (cf. Dynkin [1 : Theorem 0.5]).
Furthermore from a result of Varadhan [8] we obtain the estimate: for every
compact subset K<^S, there exists a p>0 such that for all x
19. d is an isolated point.
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provided t is sufficiently small. Consequently, if Γ is such that ΓcS, (4.4)
will be valid if
(4.5) inf f
for δ sufficiently small. But (4.5) is true iff there exists some positive constant
K such that for every ball B of sufficiently small radius and every^eΓ, we have
(4.6) m(Tt}B
x
)>κm(B),
where B
x
 is the ball B centered at x and m is /-dimensional Lebesgue
measure.
20
 In particular, (4.6) is true if Γ is itself a ball. We shall only
outline the proof of the if statement.
So suppose (4.6) is valid. For r^R1, x^R1, and Ac.Rl set
rA = {ry:y<=A}
A
Λ
={y+x:yς=A} .
Also, let B be the unit ball centered at the origin. Consider the following.
v7
VΓΓ-'ΠB
3) = κe-1m(B)
for #eΓ and sufficiently small t. Hence
i n f j Γ//2expΓ—^-^
(provided δ is sufficiently small).
Putting all this together, we obtain
(4.7) Theorem. Let X be the branching diffusion process with absorbing
boundary as described above. Then
20. The symbol B has been used to designate both a sphere in Rl and the absorbing set
of a bmp. This should introduce no confusion, however.
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= 00 implies no explosion, where G*(ξ)= sup G\x\ ξl] .(i)
 $7Jo G
(ii) \ —£—-<oo implies explosion starting from Γ
Jo G*(E)
provided Γ is such that it satisfies (4.6), ΓcS, and AfΓ^^^O, where G*(ξ)
= mfG[*;£/
Γ
].
(4.8) REMARK.
1. Sincep(t, x, J>)>0 for all x9 y^S and ί>0, then if explosion happens
from Γ, it happens from any x^ S. (cf. Corollary 3.14).
2. Let Y=(Ytf Qx) be any diffusion on some Sc:E and let SI be its
characteristic operator. Suppose that S contains a bounded smooth domain
D such that Sϊ | D=A \ D, where A is some operator on E satisfying the assumptions
of (4.2). Since the absorbing diffusion process Ϋ on D is the minimal process,
we then have
t, x, Γ)>0
for any Γ with Γcfl and satisfying (4.6), all δ sufficiently small. Con-
sequently, we can conclude that for such Γ, explosion happens from Γ for the
bmp Y corresponding to the regular fundamental system [Y, k, πr], i
and (
 7^ r<-, G*(ξ)= infG[x: ξlr].
EXAMPLE 5.
Let S=R and X be Brownian motion on S. Let k=IFy where F is the
following set. Take /=[0, 1] and αe(0, ^). Let EQ be the middle open
interval of length α removed from /. Inductively we define E] , , E2kk to be the
ft-l 2V
middle open intervals of length a2~2k removed from I\\J U E*. Set
v
 V=o μ=«l
oo 2V
F=I\\J U S?. Then ί1 is a perfect nowhere dense set of measure (l-2α);
V=«0 /*=!
i.e., it is a "fat" Cantor set. We shall now show that F satisfies (4.6). At the
kth stage, the distance between two adjacent sets £ΐ, l<μ<2v, 0<v<k is
Let λ be given such that 0<λ<(l — 2α), and let B be the unit ball about the
origin. Choose k=k(\) to be the first non-negative integer such that d(K)<\.
Then d(k—l)>\. Moreover, if
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m(F Π \BX)
-m(\B)  2d(k-l)
Consequently F satisfies (4.6).
Now, let 7r be a stochastic kernel on Sx^B(S) defined by
if dyϊΞ$(S») , n = 0, 1 ,-, +00 ,
where 0<p
n
<l, 0=pQ=p1=p00, and Σίn=l K -*" is the bmp on A? cor-
responding to [X, k, r], then according to remark 4.8.2 we can say that explo-
i l J£- ^  — <oo, F(ξ)= Σpnξ" Note that splits only occur on1 — F(ζ) n^2
the set F.
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